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Visual self-recognition is often controversially cited as an
indicator of self-awareness and assessed with the mirror-
mark test. Great apes and humans, unlike small apes and
monkeys, have repeatedly passed mirror tests, suggest-
ing that the underlying brain processes are homologous
and evolved 14–18 million years ago. However, neurosci-
entific, developmental, and clinical dissociations show
that the medium used for self-recognition (mirror vs
photograph vs video) significantly alters behavioral and
brain responses, likely due to perceptual differences
among the different media and prior experience. On the
basis of this evidence and evolutionary considerations,
we argue that the visual self-recognition skills evident in
humans and great apes are a byproduct of a general
capacity to collate representations, and need not index
other aspects of self-awareness.

Reflecting on visual self-recognition
Visual self-recognition has long fascinated scholars partly
because of its intuitive appeal as a potential indicator of self-
awareness. Many humans regularly spend time in front of
mirrors and invest efforts into improving their looks. Vari-
ous other species adjust their appearance to impress poten-
tial partners and opponents or to camouflage, but they do not
seem to take advantage of reflective surfaces in their efforts
to do so. Fish sometimes show aggressive behavior towards
their mirror image, although their brain responses differ
compared to when they fight a real fish, which suggests that
they recognize something unusual about the mirror [1].
Numerous species, including pigs [2] and New Caledonian
crows [3], can use mirrors to find hidden objects. Great apes
can even be observed using mirrors to examine body parts,
such as their anal region, that they cannot otherwise see and
their understanding was confirmed through a now widely
used mirror mark test first developed by Gordon Gallup over
40 years ago [4]. In recent years, significant research efforts
have been devoted to understanding the development,
neuro-cognitive basis, and disorders of visual self-recogni-
tion [5–9]. Here, we highlight recent conceptual and meth-
odological issues that are critical to interdisciplinary
integration. In particular, it has become evident that
behavioral and brain responses can vary considerably
depending on the medium used to present images of self.
We argue that these findings, when integrated with devel-
opmental and comparative data, suggest that successful
performance in self-recognition tasks draws on a broader
capacity to collate representations, rather than on general,
context-independent self-awareness.

The mirror mark test
Gallup exposed chimpanzees to a mirror before placing an
odorless, tactile-free mark on the uppermost portion of
their eyebrow ridge and ear while they were anaesthetized.
Upon recovery, a mirror was reintroduced and their be-
havior observed. Self-directed responses to the marked
areas significantly increased compared to control condi-
tions without the mirror. Subsequent replications, typical-
ly using surreptitious marking rather than anesthetics,
confirmed that chimpanzees can recognize themselves in
mirrors [10]. Many species have subsequently been tested
(Box 1), but only the closest relatives of chimpanzees
(humans, gorillas, and orangutans) have so far provided
independently replicated evidence of passing the mark test
[11,12]. When using carefully matched criteria, chimpan-
zee and human infants develop the capacity for mirror self-
recognition in a similar manner [13].

Although some signs of self-recognition, such as famil-
iarity with one’s image, are evident in two- to three-month-
old infants [14], the mark test is not typically passed until
over a year later. Using rouge or stickers to surreptitiously
mark toddlers, researchers have repeatedly found that
children begin to pass the test from 15 months of age;
by 24 months most children pass [15–18]. Some diversity in
pass rates has recently been reported from different cul-
tures [19]. In one study on 16–21-month-olds, urban Ger-
man and Indian children passed the test earlier than rural
Indian and Nso children, leading the authors to conclude
that this reflects an autonomy-supporting cultural context
in the former and a relational cultural context in the latter
[20]. Nonetheless, the basic ability seems to be universally
acquired in toddlers. For instance, Bedouin children, even
without previous experience with mirrors, were found to
develop competence in the same way as Israeli children
familiar with mirrors [21].

What does the mirror mark test measure?
In spite of its intuitive appeal, it has been controversial
what the mirror mark test indicates [6,22–25]. Gallup
argued that it measures self-awareness because one needs
to be able to become the object of one’s own attention to
pass the test. He went on to argue that the task implies a
self-concept, a capacity for introspection, theory of mind,
and awareness of death [24]. In support of such rich
interpretations, researchers have documented associa-
tions between the onset of mirror self-recognition and other
purported indicators of self-awareness, such as use of
personal pronouns, empathy, synchronic imitation, and
embarrassment [20,26]. However, there is no direct evi-
dence that supports links between self-recognition and
death awareness or introspection.
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Rich interpretations of the task have been repeatedly
challenged by leaner accounts. Most prominently, Heyes
argued that to pass the test one only needs an ability to
distinguish feedback from other types of sensory input [23].
In other words, passing the test demonstrates nothing
more than the capacity that allows animals to avoid bump-
ing into things. This view dismisses mirror self-recognition
as not indicating anything particularly interesting, but it
fails to provide an alternative account for the current
pattern of results. It does not explain why only a few
species pass the test, even though many species evidently
can distinguish feedback from other input in other con-
texts. Nor does it explain why human infants pass the test
when they do, rather than at an earlier point in develop-
ment, when they already clearly distinguish feedback from
other input [27].

Between these extremes are accounts that claim the
middle ground. For instance, it has been argued that
passing the test indicates a developing concept of one’s
own face [28], that it indicates a present self-concept as
opposed to one extended in time [22] or that it is just one of
several indicators of a more general capacity to entertain
and compare multiple models of the same thing [29].
Although there has been intense discussion about meth-
odology and interpretation [6,13,25], few variations of the
paradigm have been designed to resolve the debate.

A notable exception has been a series of experiments in
which children were placed in a highchair and then marked
on their leg, rather than their face [16]. Findings showed

that toddlers are equally capable of recognizing their legs
in a mirror as they are at passing the standard task,
undermining theories that have placed special emphasis
on cognition about faces [28]. In another two conditions,
participants were slipped into baggy tracksuit trousers
that were attached to the highchair and then presented
with a mirrored view of their legs. In one of these condi-
tions, before the legs were marked with a sticker, a tray
that had blocked the direct view of their legs was removed
for 30 seconds, in the other it was not. Although the
toddlers saw the same mirrored image of baggy trousers
in both conditions, they performed poorly without direct
exposure and performed as well as in the standard task
when they had the brief opportunity to view what they
were wearing. These results strongly suggest that young
children form a mental expectation of what they look like
and can do so rapidly [16].

The mirror mark test, therefore, measures more than
Heyes’ lean account proposes. What children saw in the
mirror was identical in these last two conditions of the leg
recognition study, yet they passed only when they had an
opportunity to update their expectations about their phys-
ical appearance. So there is more to passing the task than
distinguishing feedback from other sensory input. In a
sense, those who pass may be said to be self-aware about
what they currently look like. However, this need not mean
that they are self-aware in other respects, as Gallup’s rich
account conjectures – nor even that they are entirely
realistic with their expectations (Box 2). Individuals can
clearly be self-aware about one facet (e.g., an aspect of one’s
personality), while being completely ignorant about anoth-
er (e.g., some weaknesses).

In sum, we recommend staying close to the data when
interpreting relevant evidence. The leg self-recognition
findings support the moderate account that the test reflects
the capacity to generate and compare multiple models of
the same thing [13,29,30]. By comparing an expectation
about one’s physical appearance with current perceptions
of a reflection, inconsistencies, such as the mark, can be
noted and motivate exploration. Next, we consider whether
systematically varying the feedback can uncover deeper
aspects of self-awareness.

Self-recognition and diverse feedback
A key ingredient of human identity is the capacity to travel
mentally in time and reconstruct experiences of the past and
imagine future events [31,32]. Povinelli and colleagues [22]
created a delayed self-recognition test in which children
were shown a three-minute-old video recording of them-
selves being marked with a sticker. Young children who
could long recognize themselves in mirrors did not retrieve
the sticker from their fringe, even after repeated question-
ing. Only from approximately age four did children pass
[22,33]. Povinelli subsequently suggested that the mirror
mark task is an indicator of a ‘present self’, whereas passing
this delayed version demonstrates a ‘temporally extended
self’ (and this developmental asynchrony has since inspired
diverse research on developmental disorders [34,35]).

If the delay task really measures the emergence of a
temporally extended self, further experimental manipula-
tions should be able to track development in more detail.

Box 1. Mirror self-recognition in diverse species

Many other primate species have been tested with this paradigm,
but consistently fail [11]. Although monkeys may not confuse their
mirror image with a social other [61], they have repeatedly failed the
formal mark test, even after extensive exposure to mirrors [11,62].
However, occasional high-profile claims have been made about self-
recognition in animals. First, pigeons were conditioned to peck on
their own body in front of mirrors [63], but this behavior was not
spontaneous and required extensive training. Curiously, such
conditioning has not been successful when employed with capuchin
monkeys [64]. Next, cotton-top tamarins were claimed to have
passed the test when their distinctive white hair was died red [38].
However, these results were heavily critiqued [65] and could not be
replicated by the original lead author [66]. Then, two bottlenose
dolphins were argued to recognize themselves [67], but, because of
their lack of hands, the dependent variable was not reaching for the
mark as required in the standard task. Given their brain size and the
frequency with which they naturally see their reflections as they
jump out of the water, it would not be surprising if dolphins were
capable of visual self-recognition. Replications of this study would
be highly desirable. A few years later one of three Asian elephants
tested was claimed to have passed the mirror mark test by reaching
with its trunk towards the mark [68]. However, in an earlier study,
elephants had failed [69], which highlights the need for independent
replication. This is also required for the claim that two out of six
tested magpies passed the mark test [70]. Although assertions about
potential competences in various species continue to be made [71],
they frequently fall short when examined critically [62]. Careful
replications are hence essential. Only the great apes have thus far
provided repeatedly replicated evidence of passing the mark test
[11]. Even among the great apes, not all individuals pass. It is
possible that some animals do not have the capacity (e.g., because
of immaturity or old age) [72] or fail because of differences in
attention, affect, or motivation [13]. Furthermore, experiments vary
in terms of methodology and precise criteria [13].
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For example, ongoing video stream feedback can examine
the effect of varying delays on young children’s perfor-
mance on the mark task (Suddendorf et al., unpublished).
Although increasing delay increases difficulty, the baseline
– self-recognition in live video – turned out to undermine a
straightforward interpretation. It has been widely as-
sumed that live video and mirror self-recognition would
develop hand in hand [36] or that slightly worse perfor-
mance in video versions was a function of TV screens being
small and not mirror reversed [22]. Alas, this is not the
case. When videos are matched in terms of perceived size
and mirror-reversal, there is still a developmental asyn-
chrony with mirror self-recognition [17]. Only 35% of 24-
month-olds passed the live video version and ceiling levels
were only approached a year later.

One potential reason for this is that one can look
straight into the reflections of one’s eyes when gazing into
a mirror, but not when looking at a live video. Eye-contact
modulates certain cognitive processes [37] and has been
proposed as a reason why monkeys, who generally avoid
eye-contact, may fail the mirror task [38]. However, a study
testing toddlers on a video leg-self-recognition task, found
the same asynchrony between mirror and video versions,
even though no eye-contact was involved in either task
[17]. Comparative research found that macaques also fail
an analogue of the leg mirror self-recognition task [39] and
that capuchin monkeys fail in an angled mirror version
[40], which suggests that eye contact is not the critical
feature.

Another reason may be that children have different
expectations about how mirrors and videos are related
to the here and now [38]. However, children did not show
any performance detriment when presented with a TV in
which the screen was replaced with a mirror [17], which

suggests that children were not merely discounting the
relation between what they see on a TV and reality. It
remains unknown why self-recognition in live videos is
more difficult than in mirrors – and hence what to make of
further detrimental effects introduced through increasing
delay. We suggest that children have built up expectations
about their appearance through studying their mirror
reflection, and so find it easier to match that expectation
in mirrors than in other media, let alone in distorted or
delayed playback. We predict that equal exposure to live
video and mirrors should therefore eliminate the develop-
mental asynchrony.

If apparently minor perceptual differences in resolution,
clarity, luminance, or depth cues are responsible, then this
is a problem for interpretations that want to link perfor-
mance decrements in some conditions to deeper psycho-
logical changes in self-awareness. It is also a problem for
research programs, such as those currently searching for
the neural underpinnings of visual self-recognition, that
tacitly assume findings from one medium can be general-
ized to another.

Cognitive neuroscience of visual self-recognition
The search for the neural signature of visual self-recogni-
tion has attracted significant attention in recent years
[9,41], but has relied on images on computer screens as
stimuli. For example, event-related potentials (ERPs) to
photographs of self have been found to differ from those to
photographs of others [42]. Across a range of approaches,
the right hemisphere has generally been more implicated
in visual self-recognition than the left [43–46]. However,
the specific pattern of areas activated is not consistent
across imaging studies [9], which may be due to the diver-
sity of paradigms employed. Studies vary in the target
stimuli (e.g., face, full body, morphs), the task to be con-
ducted (e.g., identification of self, judgment of familiarity or
race) and the comparison stimuli used (e.g., friends, fa-
mous, or unfamiliar people). Different levels of familiarity
with the stimuli, for instance, may account for different
findings [47,48]. Although many studies open with Gallup’s
mirror mark test [49], the developmental differences be-
tween mirror and other media raise concerns about wheth-
er findings from studies employing perceptually diverse
stimuli can be compared.

A recent study addressed this concern by directly com-
paring ERPs in response to photo and mirror images of self
[50]. A double-sided mirror in front of a computer screen
allowed the researchers to present participants with
photos of self and others, as well as with a mirror image
of self when the screen turned black. Neural responses
differed between mirror reflections and photos of self in
terms of the stages usually associated with face processing:
the P100 (a positive-going deflection in the electroenceph-
alogram that peaks approximately 100 ms after stimulus
onset and is usually associated with encoding), the N170
(a negative-going deflection that peaks approximately
170 ms after stimulus onset and is associated with config-
ural analysis), and the P250 (a positive-going deflection
peaking 250 ms post-stimulus onset and linked to compar-
isons with stored information). Participants also wore a
full-face mask on some trials, and self and mask resulted in

Box 2. Self-awareness of one’s physical appearance

People typically care about their physical appearance [73]. Yet, they
often harbor unrealistic expectations about their looks, thinking
themselves, for example, more or less attractive than they
objectively are [74]. Psychological research has shown that people
have many biases and may even deceive themselves [75]. Stark
mismatches between reality and expectations of looks have been
documented in disorders such as anorexia (when patients perceive
their own appearance to be much larger than it actually is; [76]) and
body dysmorphic disorder (when patients wrongly perceive a
serious defect in their own physical appearance; [77]). There are
so-called neuropathologies of the self [78] where visual self-
recognition is absent for all or some part of one’s appearance, such
as prosopagnosia (when patients do not recognize their own face
[79]); Capgras delusion (when patients may believe their image to
belong to an impostor [80]); asomatognosia (when patients perceive
part of their body as not belonging to them [81]); and illusory
reduplication (when patients recognize someone else as self
[45,82]). There is also a phenomenon known as mirrored self-
misidentification, which is not uncommon in severe Alzheimer’s
dementia, in which patients more generally fail to recognize their
own mirror image [83,84]. In fact, this delusion may be hypnotically
induced even in healthy individuals [7,85]. Whereas patients with
mirrored self-misidentification can retain a capacity to recognize
themselves in photos [84], one study found that Alzheimer’s
patients had deficits in recognizing themselves in delayed videos,
while retaining a capacity for mirror-self-recognition [86]. These
clinical dissociations substantiate the developmental and neuro-
scientific findings that caution against unexamined generalizations
from one medium to another.
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distinct N170 and P250 profiles. Together with the devel-
opmental data and dissociations in clinical disorders (Box
2), these results confirm that the medium matters in visual
self-recognition studies and question the generalizability
of results from one medium to another. They also raise the
question of whether great apes can pass the task when
presented with other media. Capuchin monkeys have
shown no signs of self-recognition in videos [51]. However,
some work indicates that chimpanzees can use live videos
for self-exploration [52] although only one individual has so
far been reported to have passed a formal mark test with
live video feedback [53]. Can the existing pattern of com-
parative data make a significant contribution to the neu-
roscientific inquiry?

The evolution of visual self-recognition
Given that members of all great ape genera have demon-
strated the capacity to pass the mirror mark test, it is more
parsimonious to assume that this distribution of the trait is
due to common descent than to convergent evolution. On
the one hand, if each great ape genus had evolved the
capacity independently, one would have to assume that the
trait evolved on at least four occasions in closely related
lines. On the other hand, one only needs to postulate one
change event if the common ancestor of all great apes had
evolved the capacity and all its descendant species have
retained it. This more parsimonious model implies that the
neuro-cognitive basis of mirror self-recognition is homolo-
gous. Thus, the key mechanisms should be found among
those neurological traits great apes and humans share.

Current evidence suggests that the most closely related
out-groups are small apes (gibbons) who like monkeys fail
the mirror mark test (Box 3). This narrows down the time
frame when the trait most likely evolved in our ancestry. It
must have emerged after the line leading to modern small
apes split off from that leading to great apes some 18
million years ago and before orangutans split off some
14 million years ago [12] (Figure 1). Although we do not
know what this ancestor looked like, it probably did.

Identification of the out-group helps further narrow
down the search space for the neurological (or genetic)
basis of the trait. The critical underpinning should be
found among those neuronal characteristics that are not
shared with small apes, but are shared by all great apes
and humans [12]. The currently available comparative
neurological data on hominoids are improving [54,55],
although small apes are typically represented by only
one species from the existing four genera and frequently
only by one individual [56]. Systematic comparative
approaches have great potential in helping researchers
focus on those regions and features that are most likely
critical to mirror self-recognition.

Following Tinbergen [57], a comprehensive understand-
ing of any behavioral phenomenon requires, in addition to
examination of mechanism, development and evolution,
consideration of its adaptive function. In humans, reflec-
tions are evidently used to manage physical appearance
and, therefore, the evaluations of others [58]. Mirror self-
recognition has social dimensions even in early childhood,
when passing the mark test is associated with the emer-
gence of embarrassment and shame [26], and children

respond differently when those around them are also
marked [59]. The size of the industries associated with
fashion, cosmetics, and plastic surgery give an indication
as to how much people are concerned with how others
perceive them. It is easy to see that reproductive (e.g.,
‘dress to attract’) and fitness (e.g., ‘dress for success’)
benefits can flow from relevant use of reflective surfaces.

However, this does not mean that the basic recognition
capacity evolved for these purposes. Indeed, there is no

Box 3. Evidence of absence in small apes

The pattern of great apes and humans passing mirror mark tests and
monkeys failing them raises the question about the capacity of small
apes who are phylogenetically positioned between these clades.
Three early small-scale studies had failed to find compelling
evidence for mirror self-recognition in small apes, but they all
remained open to the possibility [87]. Suddendorf and Collier Baker
subsequently tested 17 individuals from three genera and found that
they all failed the mark test [12], in spite of intense interest in the
mirror (Figure I). To ensure the animals were highly motivated to
find the mark, they were first fed icing sugar and then marked with
icing on one of their limbs. They eagerly scraped off the icing upon
discovery. Yet, when their head was marked and they could see this
in a mirror they ignored it, and fifteen apes looked or reached
behind the mirror. When icing was smeared on the mirror surface,
the apes would scrape or lick off every last bit off it, yet they ignored
a blob of icing on their head that was clearly visible in the mirror
reflection. These findings amount to evidence of absence, rather
than the more common absence of evidence. Great apes and
humans can recognize themselves in mirrors, whereas small apes
and monkeys cannot.

TRENDS in Cognitive Sciences 

Figure I. A white-cheeked crested gibbon (Nomascus leucogenys) displays the
common response of reaching behind the mirror. Adapted from [12].
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evidence that great apes are similarly concerned about
their appearance (e.g., they do not blush with embarrass-
ment [60]), let alone that they use reflections to regularly
manage their looks effectively. Given a homologous origin,
it is, hence, unlikely that the capacity for mirror self-
recognition evolved for such functional reasons. In light
of individual differences in great apes (Box 1) and the lack
of obvious fitness benefits, we argue that it probably
evolved in our common ancestors as a side effect. This is
in line with the interpretation that self-recognition is only
one of several applications of a more general ability to
entertain and compare multiple mental models of the same
thing [13,29] – any one of which may have been the original
adaptation. Great apes demonstrate this ability in various
other contexts, such as in search tasks and pretense (and
children develop these competences at approximately the
same time that they pass the mirror mark test) [30]. Only
with other advances in theory of mind, mental time travel,
and communication, may reflections have come to be used
for impression management.

Concluding remarks
Cognitive, developmental, clinical, comparative, and
neuro-scientific approaches to visual self-recognition have
typically advanced in isolation. A comprehensive under-
standing that can address the key outstanding questions
(Box 4), however, requires coherent interdisciplinary inte-
gration. We find that the current evidence favors a moder-
ate interpretation of the mark test over extremely lean or
rich accounts: passing the test indicates awareness about
one’s physical appearance. The processes involved in even
this restricted sense of self-awareness are context-depen-
dent, as the dissociations in brain and behavioral
responses to seeing images of self in different media dem-
onstrate. Together with evolutionary considerations, these
lines of evidence support the claim that a more general
capacity to collate representations enables great apes and
humans to build and update expectations about their
physical appearance.
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